We show that every group is the full automorphism group of an unordered k-relation for given k 2 2 on some suitable set. We are also concerned with the cardinality of a minimal representation with this property as a function of k.
We show that every group is the full automorphism group of an unordered k-relation for given k 2 2 on some suitable set. We are also concerned with the cardinality of a minimal representation with this property as a function of k.
A permutation group (G, 52) on a finite or infinite set 52 acts k-geometrically if there is a system B of k-element subsets of Q-called blocks -such that a permutation of Q belongs to G if and only if it maps blocks onto blocks. In other words: (G, Sz) is the full automorphism group of the unordered k-relation 99. In this note we generalize an old theorem of Frucht [3] about the representability of an abstract group as the full automorphism group of a graph.
Theorem 1. Let G be a group and k > 2 an integer. Then there is a faithful permutation representation of G on some set 52 such that (G,Q) acts k-geometrically.
When G is a finite group let the kth Frucht numberfk(G) of G be the cardinality of a minimal set R on which G can be represented faithfully as a k-geometric permutation group.
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Theorem 2. Let 
The proofs are given below. Towards the end of this note we give some examples and discuss bounds for Frucht numbers obtained from modular representations.
The proofs
Let Q be a set. For an integer k the collection of all its k-element subsets will be denoted by !2jk). When BcSZ~~) is a set of blocks then G(Q, B) denotes the largest subgroup of the symmetric group on Q whose elements permute the members of B. A permutation group (G, Q) on Q then its k-geometric if and only if there is some B 5 Qik} for which (G, Q)= G(Q, B). First we need the following.
Lemma. Let (G, 52) 
When G acts on 52' = Q u A by jixing every point of A then (G, 52') is (k + t)-geometric.
Proof. Note that an ([Ql-l)-or l-geometric group on Q is Sym(Q) or Sym(Q1) x Sym(S;Z2) with Q=Q2,uQ,.
It follows therefore that 1 <kc IQ1 -1. Let now J3 c Q (k 1 be a non-empty collection of blocks for which (G, Q) = G( Q, B). We may assume that no point of Sz is contained in every block of B. For otherwise we replace B by Q{ki\B.
Let z1,z2,..., zy be the elements of A in some order. Define now a collection B' of (k + t)-blocks as follows:
) where 52' = R u A. It is clear that (G, a') YC (G', Q') when G acts on !2' by fixing every point of A. Thus it remains to show that elements in G' permute the blocks of B and fix elements in A pointwise. From the definition of B' it is clear that only the latter has to be proved.
Note first that TV is contained in every block of B' and it is the only point with this property. Thus TV is fixed by G' and lemma is proved when t = 1.
Let now t 2 2. We say that $ c Q' is an r-clique if for every r-element subset r of II/ there is some DEB' with r G b & $. Elements of G' of course permute r-cliques. From the definition of B' the following can be established:
(1) If t>2 then ~~u{T~,z~} is an r-clique for every r<k+t-1, and
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(2) If II/ is an (k + t-1)-clique of size at least t + k + 1 then $ n A is { r1 }, {TV, z2 } or the empty set. Suppose now that t>2 and let g be in G'. It follows from (1) and (2) that g leaves both Qu{r1,t2} and {z~,..., rr} fixed as sets. This implies that g permutes the P-blocks containing { z3, . . , z,}, i.e. the blocks of the form bud with bEB. As {r1, T*} is the only 2-set from sZ'\{s3, . . . . r,} contained in all these blocks it follows that g fixes TV, z2, even as points. In particular g permutes the blocks of B. Similar arguments now show that elements in G' fix the remaining points of d so that the proof is completed for t 3 3.
Finally let t=2. Then Q'\{rZ} 1s a (k+ l)-clique. If, for OEQ, B'\{w} never is a (k+ 1)-clique, then the result follows are above. If a'\{~} is a (k + 1)-clique for some cu in Q, then every k-set of Q\{ } w is a block of B. Thus, in particular, Q'\w and .Q'\{T, > are the only (k + 1)-cliques and elements in G' fix Q'\w, (LO, TV} and {TV) as sets. Note that by construction every k-set in sZ\{w} is on a B'-block through o and or but not every k-set in Q\(o) is on a B'-block through TV and pi since (G, 52) is not the symmetric group on Q. This shows that G' fixes rZ and the lemma is proved. 0
With this preparation we immediately have the following.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let a group G and an integer k > 2 be given. If G is a symmetric group or the direct product of two symmetric groups easy constructions give a direct proof of the theorem. In all other cases, according to Frucht's theorem [3] , there is an undirected graph on some vertex set D with edges E which has G as its full automorphism group. Thus (G, 52) = G(SZ, E) is a 2geometric
representation.
If k -1~ 1 CL? the lemma provides a faithful k-geometric representation of G directly. If k-1 > IQ1 use the lemma and proceed by induction. q For a finite group G and an integer k let ,fk(G) denote the cardinality of a minimal set R on which G acts faithfully as a k-geometric group. Note that& is defined if and only if G is isomorphic to a symmetric group Sym(n). In this case one sees easily that fb(G)=fi(G)= ... =f.(G)= n andfk(G)= k+2 for k>,n + 1. Apart from this casefi is defined only when G is isomorphic to Sym (nl) x Sym(n,), n1 + n2 = n, ni > 2. Here
Proof of Theorem 2. The first statement follows immediately from the lemma. To prove (ii) observe first that f,(G) cannot be k or k + 1 since this implies that G is a symmetric group or the direct product of two symmetric groups. Thus fk(G) 3 k + 2. Let now (s2, E) be a graph on a vertex set Q of minimal size with G as full [S] .
